## Dress Code

### Bottoms

**K-8**
- Loose-fitting navy trousers, navy slacks, or navy capris – worn at the waist
- Navy jumper, navy polo dress, navy skorts, navy skirts, or navy shorts – no shorter than 3 inches above the knee
- No jeans
- No ripped or intentionally distressed pants

### Tops

**5th-8th**
- Red polo shirt with ICS logo embroidered by ICS-approved vendor (long- or short-sleeve)
- Vendors: Triple Play Sports, Lands’ End
- Solid-colored shirt may be worn underneath polo shirt for warmth

**K-4th**
- Red or navy polo shirt (long- or short-sleeve) - ICS logo is not required for lower school students
- Solid-colored shirt may be worn underneath polo shirt for warmth

### No Logos

- No non-ICS logos permitted on any clothing

### Outerwear

**K-8**
- Solid navy sweater, navy pullover, or navy vest may be worn inside the building
- No hoods or hoodies (including Griffin hoodies) are permitted on clothing worn inside the building

### Socks

**K-8**
- Socks, tights or leggings *underneath skirts or shorts* may be worn – any color or design

### Shoes

**K-8**
- Closed-toe shoes, sneakers, or boots – toes and heels must be covered and shoe securely attached to foot
- No sandals and no high heels of any kind

### Dance/Fitness

- Solid navy sweatpants are encouraged on fitness/dance days – polo shirts still required
- Shorts must be worn under skirt/jumper

### Movement

- Athletic shoes only

### Spirit Day

- On Fridays students are permitted to wear Griffin gear and other ICS-issued shirts (excluding Griffin hoodies)
- Dress code bottoms or Griffin gear pants must be worn
- Clothing must not be altered in any way

### Field Trips

- Dress code required for all trips unless otherwise instructed by teacher

### Accessories

- Stud earrings only – not extending below or wrapping around ear lobe
- Hair accessories may not be hazardous or distracting
- No hats or bandanas
- No neckties or bowties
- Accessories may not be distracting or dangerous

### Recess

- Students go outside in all weather between wind chill 20° and heat index 95°
- In light rain – rain coats and ponchos required (no umbrellas)
- Under 40° or light snow – winter coat, hat, gloves, and neck warmer required

### Dress Down

- No hoods or hoodies (including Griffin hoodies)
- All tops and dresses must have a sleeve and fully cover the midriff – no strapless, halter, or tube tops
- No see-through shirts
- All bottoms must be no shorter than 3 inches above the knee
- No tights worn as pants
- No hoop or dangling earrings
- No inappropriate or derogatory language, images, or messages on any item of clothing

*If school administrators determine clothing is inappropriate or does not conform to these expectations, the student will call home to request a change of clothing and could lose future dress down privileges.*